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1、MB9BF508 VSD specification summary：

 Input & output:

 Input voltage：380/220V±15%；

 Input frequency：47～63Hz；

 Output voltage：0～rated input voltage；

 Output frequency：0～600Hz；

 Peripheral interface

 Programmable digital input：6 ；

 Programmable analog input：AI1：-10～10V，AI2：0～10V or 0～20mA；

 Open collector output：1；

 Relay output：1；

 Analog output：1，optional for 0～20mA or 0～10V；

 Technical features

 Control mode：Vector control without PG(SVC), V/F control

 Overload capacity：150% rated current for 60s；180% rated current for 10s；

 Start torque：Vector control without PG(SVC)：0.5Hz/150%(SVC)；

 Speed ratio：Vector control without PG(SVC)：1：100；

 Speed accuracy：Vector control without PG(SVC)：±0.5% max. speed；

 Carrier frequency：0.5～15.0kHz；

 Function features

 Frequency setting method：digital setpoint,analog setpoint,serial communication

setpoint,multi-speed,PID setpoint, etc；

 PID control；

 Multi-speed control：8 speed levels；

 Frequency swing function；

 Non-stop for a instaneous power-off；

 QUICK/JOG：multi-functional quick key defined by user freely；
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 Voltage auto-tuning：When supply voltage varies, the output voltage keeps

constant automatically；

 Protections for more than 25 faults：over current、overvoltage、under voltage、

over temperature、phase loss、overload,etc；

2. Description for keypad operation and LED display

Start/stop of the drive

When the drive is powered on, it displays stop status, with no output voltage.
If Parameter F0.01 is set as 0，the set point is from keypad, press RUN key to run the
drive. The drive starts, and it outputs the voltage.

During running, if Parameter F0.01 is set as 0， the set point is from keypad, press
STOP/RST key to stop the drive, it ceases to output the voltage.

Parameter setting

The drive parameters include two parts, the basic parameters and the extended
parameters. Except self-learning status of the drive, anytime people can press the
PGG/ESC key to go into the setting menu of basic parameters. Press key PGG/ESC
again to go to the menu of extended parameters. Pressing key PGG/ESC the third time
will exit the setting menu.。

The process to set the basic parameters

Fz In the top layer display, z is group number. Pressing▼ ▲ key to change the
group number.

|
|-----Press key DATA/ENT
v

Fz.xx In the second layer display，xx is parameter number. Pressing key▼ ▲ to
change parameter number.

|
|-----Press key DATA/ENT
v

vvv.vv In the 3rd layer display，vvv.vv is parameter value. Pressing key▼ ▲ to
change parameter value. Pressing keySHIFT/>> to change the position of flashing bit.
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The setting process for extended parameters

Ez In the top layer display, z is group number. Pressing▼ ▲ key could change
the group number.

|
|-----Press key DATA/ENT
v

Ez.xx In the second layer display，xx is parameter number. Pressing key▼ ▲ to
change parameter number.

|
|-----Press key DATA/ENT
v

vvv.vv In the 3rd layer display，vvv.vv is parameter value. Pressing key▼ ▲ to
change parameter value. Pressing keySHIFT/>> to change the position of flashing bit.

Self Learning of Motor Parameters

Fault Display
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3、Detail Function Description

3.1、Basic Parameters

F0 Basic function group

Code Name Range

F0.00 Speed
Control Mode 0〜2【0】

To select the running mode of the drive.
0：vector control without PG
It means the open loop vector control, suitable for general high performance

application where PG is not installed. Thus one drive works only for one motor,for the load
like machine tool,centrifugal machine,drawbench,injection molding machine, etc.。

1： V/F Control
It is suitable for the application where control precision is not very high,such as the case

of fan, pump, etc. This control can be used for several motors to be driven by
one drive.

2：Torque Control（vector control without PG）

This control is suitable for the application where torque control precision is not very
high,such as winding, drawing, etc.Under the torque control mode, the motor speed is
decided by its load, its acceleration and deceleration are no more decided by the
acceleration/deceleration time of the drive.

Note： When selecting vector control, it is necessary to conduct the self
learning of motor parameters. Only with accurate motor parameters can the
vector control work well. Adjusting the parameters of speed regulator（group
F3) can get better performance.

Code Name Range

F0.01 Access of
Run order 0〜2【0】

To select the channel of drive’s control command.

The drive’s control commands include start,stop,rotate,reverse-rotate,jog,reset, etc.
0：Keypad command channel (“LOCAL/REMOT”extinguished)；
Press the key RUN & STOP/RST to control. If function key QUICK/JOG is
configured as FWD/REV switching（F7.03 being set as 1)，the key can be used to
reverse the rotation.

In run mode,if the keyRUN & STOP/RST are pressed at the same time， the
drive could be stopped in free wheel.
1：Terminal command channel (“LOCAL/REMOT”flashing)；
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Through the command of input terminals of rotate, reverse-rotate.jog, reverse-jog,
etc,to run the drive.

2：Communication command channel (“LOCAL/REMOT”flashing)；
The run command is given by upper layer computer for the control via communication.

Code Name Range

F0.02
UP/DOWN setting by key

and by terminal
0〜3【0】

By configuring the function of key“▲”and“▼”, and of terminals UP/DOWN（frequency set
point up/ down） ,set the frequency with the highest authority. It can combine with the
frequency set point from other access, mainly to slightly adjust the output frequency of
the drive during system commissioning.
0： Effective. The setpoint is to be stored during power off. Frequency setpoint can

be set. When the drive is powered off, the frequency value is stored, and it works
together with the default frequency setpoint automatically when the power resumes.

1：Effective. The setpoint is not to be stored during power off. Frequency setpoint
can be set .But when the drive is powered off, the frequency value is not stored,

2： Not effective.The keys of“▲”and“▼”, and UP/DOWN of the terminals are not
effective. And the setpoint is cleared automatically as zero.

3：During running, the setpoint by ▲”&“▼” or the terminals UP/DOWN is effective.
When it is stopped, the setpoint by key “▲”and“▼”, and UP/DOWN of the terminals is
cleared.

Note: When the drive function parameters are set as default by the user, the

setpoint by keypad and by terminals are to be cleared automatically to zero.

Code Name Range

F0.03
frequency
command
selection

0〜7【0】

It is used to select the input channel for the drive’s analog frequency setpoint.

Altogether there are 7 channels to provide the setpoint：
0：set point by keypad
By changing the value of function code F0.07,”Keypad Setpoint Frequency”, the

frequency is thus set by keypad.
1：Analog set point AI1
2：Analog set point AI2
3：Analog set point AI1+AI2
The frequency is set by the analog input terminal. This series of drive provides 2

analog input terminals as standard, among them AI1 is 0~10V voltage input, and AI2 can
be 0〜10V/0〜20mA input. Current / voltage input could be switched by the jumper J16.
Note：When analog AI2 is selected as 0〜20mA input，20mA is corresponding to
voltage 5V.
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The 100% of analog input setpoint is corresponding to the max. frequency（F0.04），

-100.0% is corresponding to the max. reverse frequency.
4：Multi-speed running setting

When this kind of frequency setting is selected, the drive runs with multi-speed.It’s
necessary to configure the parameters of group F5 and of "Multi-speed control
group" FA to decide the corresponding relationship between the given percentage
and the given frequency.
5：PID Control setting

Choosing this parameter makes the drive run with PID control.Now it’s necessary to
configure group F9 and “PID control group”. The running frequency of the drive is the
frequency after PID is applied. Among them , the definition of set point source of
PID , the setpoint value, the source of feedback should refer to group F9 for “PID
function”introduction.
6：Remote Communication Setting
The frequency setpoint is given by upper layer computer via communication. Refer

Section 11 for communication protocol.
7：Setpoint by Keypad Simulating Potentiometer
The frequency setpoint is given by Keypad Simulating Potentiometer. Many feature

parameters are the borrowed ones from AI2.

Code Name Range

F0.04
max. output
frequency

10〜600.00 【50Hz】

It is used to set the max. frequency of the drive, which is the base of frequency
setting and also the base of speed acceleration/deceleration. Please pay attention.

Code Name Range

F0.05
upper limit of

running
frequency

F0.06〜F0.04【50.00Hz】

This is the upper limit of drive output frequency, which should be small or equal to the
max.output frequency of the drive.

Code Name Range

F0.06
lower limit of
running
frequency

0.00〜F0.05【0.00Hz】

This is the lower limit of drive output frequency. When the setpoint frequency is
lower than the lower limit , the drive still runs at the speed of the lower limit frequency.

max. ouput frequency≥upper limit frequency≥lower limit frequency

Code Name Range
F0.07 Keypad setting 0.00Hz〜F0.04【50.00Hz】
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frequency
When the frequency setpoint is selected as “keypad setpoint”, the value of this

function code is the digital initial setpoint of the drive.

Code Name Range

F0.08
Acceleration

time 1
0.1〜3600.0s

F0.09
Deceleration

time 1
0.1〜3600.0s

Acceleration time is the time t1 needed for the drive to speed up from 0HZ to the
max.output frequency（F0.04).
Deceleration time is the time t2 needed for the drive to slow down from the

max.output frequency（F0.04).to 0HZ .

Shown as diagram below:

Diagram 1-1 diagram of acceleration /deceleration time

When a setpoint frequency is equal to the max.frequency, the actual
acceleration/deceleration time are the same as the set acceleration/ deceleration time.
When the setting frequency is less than the maximum frequency, the actual
acceleration/deceleration time is less than the setting of the acceleration/deceleration
time.

Actual acceleration/deceleration time^ acceleration/deceleration setting time
× (setpoint frequency/max. frequency）
This series of drive have 2 sets of acceleration/deceleration time.
Set 1：F0.08、 F0.09；
Set 2：F8.00、 F8.01。

The acceleration/deceleration time can be chosen by selecting terminal combination of
acceleration/deceleration time in the multi-function digital input terminals.
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Code Name Range
F0.10 Running direction selection 0〜2【0】

0：run in default direction. The drive runs to the actual direction after power on.
1：Run in the reverse direction。 It is used to change the motor rotation direction,

something like exchanging two phase cables of the motor to let it run reversely.
Note: After initialization of parameters, the motor running direction will restore

the original state. Please be careful for the occasion where the motor rotation
direction is forbidden to change after the system commissioning .
2：Reverse rotation forbidden. Reverse rotation forbidding of the drive is used in a special
case where the drive is forbidden to run reversely.

Code Name Range
F0.11 Carrier frequency setting 0.5〜15.0 kHz

Diagram 1-2 The influence of carrier frequency to the loop
The relationship between carrier frequency and the model ：
Model Max Min Default

1.5〜11KW 15 0.5 8kHz
15〜55KW 8 0.5 4kHz
75〜185KW 6 0.5 2kHz
200 〜

315KW
6 0.5 1kHz

The advantages of high carrier frequency: ideal current waveform, less current harmonic, less

motor noise l;

Drawback of high carrier frequency: switching loss increase, more temperature rise of the drive,

output capacity affected. Under high carrier frequency, the drive has to be derated for use; The drive

leakage current increases at the same time, and cause more electromagnetic interference to external

device.

Using low carrier frequency is contrary to the above situation. Too low carrier frequency will causes

unstable running during low-frequency, torque reducing and even oscillation phenomenon.
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When the drive is delivered, the reasonable setting of carrier frequency has been done. In general,

there is no need for the user to change the parameter.

When the user choose a carrier frequency more than the default one, the drive need to be used with

derating.For each additional 1 k Hz of carrier frequency, the derating is 20%.

Code Name Range
F0.12 Motor parameter self learning 0〜2【0】

0： no-operation

1： Rotation parameter self learning

Before the motor parameter self learning, it is necessary to input the correct parameters of motor

name plates (F2.01 ~ F2.05), and to disconnect the motor and the load , to make the motor be at rest,

load free. Otherwise the motor parameter self learning may results incorrectly.

Before motor parameter self learning, the user should set appropriate acceleration/deceleratio

n time (F0.08, F0.09), according to the amount of motor inertia of the motor. Otherwise during th

e process of motor parameters self-learning , over current, over voltage faults are likely to occur.

Set F0.12 as 1 and then press DATA/ENT，the motor parameter self learning starts. Now the LED

displays " -TUN- " and it blinks. Pressing RUN to start parameter self learning. Then it displays

TUN-0 . After TUN-1 is displayed, the motor starts running, with RUN/TUNE blinking. When the self

parameter learning ends, it displays -END- , and finally returns to a stop state.The machine can exits the

sate of self-learning by pressing PRG/ESC while -TUN- is blinking .

The operation of parameters self-learning can be terminated by pressing STOP/RST in the self

learning. process

Note: The start and stop of parameter self learning can only be controlled by the keyboard;

when parameter self learning is completed, the function value automatically backs to zero

2: The self learning of the static parameters

During motor static parameters self-learning, there’s not need to disconnect the motor and load.

Before the motor parameter self learning, it is necessary to input the correct parameters of motor

nameplates (F2.01 ~ F2.05). The self learning will detect the stator resistance, rotor resistance and he

leakage inductance of the motor. However the mutual inductance and duty-free current of the motor will

not be able to be measured. Users can input the corresponding data based on normal experience.。

Code Name Range

F0.13

Function

parameter

resume

0〜2【0】

0：no operation

1： The drive resumes all parameters to default value

2： The drive clears the recent fault records

Note: When this operation is completed, the function value automatically recovers to 0; To

resume the default value will not resume F2 group parameters.

Code Name Range
F0.14 AVR function 0〜2【0】

app:trans:AUTO
app:trans:ZH_CN2EN
app:trans:ZH_CN2JA
app:trans:ZH_CN2KR
app:trans:ZH_CN2FR
app:trans:EN2ZH_CN
app:trans:JA2ZH_CN
app:trans:KR2ZH_CN
app:trans:FR2ZH_CN
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selection

AVR feature is the automatic regulating function of output voltage. When the function of AVR is off,

the output voltage can follow the change of the input voltage (or dc bus voltage)and changes in the same

way; when AVR function is on, the output voltage will not vary with the change of the input voltage (or dc

bus voltage), the output voltage will remain roughly constant.within the output capacity.

Note: When the motor slows down, turning off AVR function will let the motor stop in a shorter

deceleration time without causing over voltage..

F 1 Group Start/Stop Control

Code Name Range
F1.00 start mode 0〜2【0】

0： Direct start: starting from the starting frequency

1： DC brake first and then start: Firstly, DC brake works in a way as setting of F1.03 and F1.04, then

the drive starts from the starting frequency, which is applicable to occasions of small inertia load when

inversion may happen during start.

Code Name Range

F1.01
Start frequency of

direct start
0.00〜10.00Hz【0.5Hz】

F1.02
Start frequency holding

time
0.00〜50.0s【0.0s】

The drive begins to run from start frequency (F1.01) ,after the holding time of start frequency

(F1.02), it goes up to the target frequency within the acceleration time .If the target frequency is less than

start frequency, the drive will be in standby mode. Start frequency value is not restricted by the lower limit

frequency.

Code Name Range

F1.03
Brake current
before satrt

0.0〜150.0%【0%】

F1.04
Brake time before

start
0.0〜50.0s【0.0s】

F1.03 When dc brake is applied before start, the dc current value is the percentage of the drive’s

rated current

F1.04 The duration of the dc current. If braking time is set as zero, the dc brake is invalid. The

greater the dc braking current, the greater the braking force

Code Name Range

F1.05
Stop mode
selection

0〜1【0】

0： Stop by slowing down.

When stop command is energized, the drive reduces the output frequency in a way as defined by

the deceleration mode and the deceleration time till the frequency drops to zero .

1：Stop by free wheel
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After stop command is effective, the drive immediately ceases to output frequency, letting the loa

d go to a free wheel stop with its mechanical inertia.

Code Name Range

F1.06
Brake stop

-start frequency
0.00〜F0.04【0.00Hz】

F1.07
Brake stop

-waiting time
0.0〜50.0s【0.0S】

F1.08
Brake stop

-DC current
0.0〜150.0%【0.0%】

F1.09
Brake stop

-DC time
0.0〜50.0s【0.0s】

Brake stop-start frequency : In the process of slowing down,when the drive arrives at the frequency, it

begins to stop with dc brake. If the brake stop- start frequency is zero, the dc brake doesn’t work at all,

and the drive goes to stop with the setting of deceleration time.

Brake stop-waiting time : Before the dc brake begins, the drive blockades the output, only after a

delay starts the dc brake It is used to prevent over current fault caused by starting dc brake when the

speed is still high.

Brake stop-DC current: It refers to the amount of dc brake. The bigger the value , the greater the

braking torque.

Brake stop-DC time: The duration of the dc brake consumes.

Figure 1-3 DC brake timing

Code Name Range

F1.10

Dead time

between rotation

and reversed

rotation

0〜3600.0【0.0s】

When the drive is in a transition process from normal rotation to a reversed direction, the dead time

is a transition period for the output to be kept ast zero, as the following chart shows:

app:trans:AUTO
app:trans:ZH_CN2EN
app:trans:ZH_CN2JA
app:trans:ZH_CN2KR
app:trans:ZH_CN2FR
app:trans:EN2ZH_CN
app:trans:JA2ZH_CN
app:trans:KR2ZH_CN
app:trans:FR2ZH_CN
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Figure 1-4 Dead time between rotation and reversed rotation

Code Name Range

F1.11
Terminal function selection for

power on
0〜1【0】

When the run commands is to go through the channel of terminal control, during the power on of the

drive, the system will automatically detect the condition of running terminals.

0： Run by terminal is invalid when power is on. Even in the process of power on, and the RUN

command is detected from the terminal, the drive will not run since the drive is in a run protection state.

The drive will run only after this command is cancelled and the run terminal is enabled.

1： Run by terminal is valid when power is on . It is to say that, in the process of power on, if the

RUN command is detected from the terminal, the drive will run automatically after the initialization is

completed.

Note: the user must carefully select this function because it may cause serious

consequences.

Code Name Range

F1.12
Input and output terminal

polarity selection
0x00〜0xFF【FF】

D

7

D

6

D

5

D

4

D

3

D

2

D

1

D

0

D0:S1 the positive and negative logic definition

D1:S2 the positive and negative logic definition

D2:S3 the positive and negative logic definition

D3:S4 the positive and negative logic definition

D4:S5 the positive and negative logic definition

D5:S6 the positive and negative logic definition

0—positive logic；1—negative logic

D6:Y the positive and negative logic definition

D7:R0 the positive and negative logic definition

0—positive logic；1—negative logic
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This function code defines the positive and negative logic of the terminals.

Positive logic : For SI terminal and other terminals, it is effective when they are connected to the

common ; and it is not effective when the connection is open:

Negative logic: For SI terminal and other terminals, it is not effective when they are connected to

the common ; and it is effective when the connection is open:

If X1 ~ X4 are asked to be positive logic, and Y to be positive logic, R0 to negative logic, the

setting will be like following:

X4 ~ X1 logic state is 000000, corresponding to hexadecimal 00, thus the units' digit of LED

displays 00; When R0, Y have a logic state of 10, corresponding to hexadecimal 2, the tens digit of LED

displays 2； now the function code F1.12 should be set as 80.

F2 Group Motor Parametes

Code Name Range

F2.00
Model

selection
0〜1【0】

0：Applicable to the constant torque load with specified rated parameters

1：Applicable to the variable torque load with specified rated parameters( fan , pump)

Note: The user can set this group of parameters to change the model type, with a unified

selection method for G/P (general, pump) load. For 220 v only type G drive is available.

Code Name Range
F2.01 Motor rated power 0.4〜900.0KW【Model setting】

F2.02 Motor rated frequency 0.01〜F0.04【50Hz】

F2.03 Motor rated speed 1〜36000【1460rpm】

F2.04 Motor rated voltage 0〜460V【380V】

F2.05 Motor rated current 0.1〜2000.0A【Models setting】

Note: Please set the parameters according to the motor nameplate. The good control

performance of vector control needs accurate motor parameters.

The drive provides self-learning function. Accurate parameter self-learning is from the right input of

parameters of motor nameplate.

In order to get the control performance, please ensure that the drive and the motor have a good

power match .If the gap is too big, the control performance of the drive will be significantly lower.

Note: Resetting motor rated power (F2.01) will initialize the motor parameters of F2.06 ~

F2.10.

Code Name Range
F2.06 motor stator resistance 0.001〜65.535Ω【Model setting】

F2.07 motor rotor resistance 0.001〜65.535Ω【Model setting】

F2.08 inductance of motor 0.1〜6553.5mH【380V】
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stator, rotor

F2.09
Motor stator, rotor

mutual inductance
0.1〜6553.5mH【Model setting】

F2.10 motor load free current 0.01〜655.35A【Model setting】

After the motor parameter self learning finishes normally, F2.06 ~ F2.10 setting value will be

automatically updated. These parameters are the basic ones for the high performance vector control ,

which has direct influence on the performance of the control.

Note: User should not change this group of parameters with random.

F3 Group Vector Control Parameter

Code Name Range
F3.00 Speed loop proportion gain 1 0〜100【20】

F3.01 Speed loop integral time 1 0.01〜10.00s【0.50s】

F3.02 Low frequency for switching 0.00〜F3.05【5.00Hz】

F3.03 Speed loop proportion gain 2 0〜100【25】

F3.04 Speed loop integral time 2 0.01〜10.00s【1.00s】

F3.05
high frequency for switching F3.02〜F0.04

【10.00Hz】

The above parameters are only applicable to vector control mode. Below the switching frequency 1

(F3.02), speed loop PI parameters are as: F3.00 and F3.01. Above the switching frequency 2(F3.05), the

speed loop PI parameters are something between: F3.03 and F3.04, and the PI parameters are

obtained from the linear change of two groups of parameters, as the figure shows below:

Figure 1-5 PI parameters

By setting the proportional coefficient and integral time of the speed regulator, user can adjust the

speed loop dynamic response of the vector control. Increasing the proportional gain, decreasing the

integration time, can both speed up dynamic response of the speed loop. But if the proportional gain is

too big or the integration time is too small , it is easy to cause system oscillation, and too much

overshoot. When the proportional gain is too small, it is also easy to cause the system steady-state

oscillation, and there may be speed offset.
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The speed loop PI parameters are closely related to system inertia. For different load characteristics,

it is necessary to make some adjustments on the basis of default PI parameters, in order to meet the

requirement of various kinds of occasions.

Code Name Range

F3.06
VC slip compensation

coefficient

50%〜200%

【100%】

Slip compensation coefficient is used to adjust the slip frequency of vector control, to improve the

speed control precision of the system. Proper adjusting the parameters can effectively inhibit the speed

offset.

Code Name Range

F3.07 The upper limit of torque
0.0〜200.0%

【150.0%】

Setting of 100.0% is corresponding to rated output current of the drive.

F4 Group V/F Control Parameter

This function code is only effective for V/F control (F0.00 = 1).

Code Name Range
F4.00 V/F curve setting 0〜1【0】

0：linear V/F curve. Suitable for normal load of constant torque.

1：2.0power V/F curve. Suitable for fan, pump , etc of centrifugal load.

Figure 1-6 V/F curve diagram

Code Name Setting
F4.01 torque boost 0.1〜30.0%【0%】

F4.02 torque boost 0.0〜50.0%【20.0%】
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deadline
Torque boost is mainly used below the deadline frequency (F4.02) , the V/F curve after

boosting is shown below.Torque boost can improve the torque performance at the low frequency

part of V/F curve.

The torque value should be selected according to load. The boost can be added for big load.

But the boost value should not be set too big. When it is too big,the motor will be running with

over-excitation, causing higher output current of the drive, more heating and lower efficiency.

When the torque boost is set as 0.0%，the drive works with automatic torque boost.

Cut off point of torque boost: Below this frequency point, the torque boost is effective. Above

this set frequency,torque boost is not effective.

Figure 1-7 diagram for manual torque boost

Code Name Range

F4.03
V/F slip compensation

limit
0.0〜200%【0.0%】

Setting this parameter could compensate the motor speed variation of V/F control caused by load ,

in order to improve the hardness of motor mechanical characteristics. This value should be set as the

rated motor slip frequency. The rated slip frequency comes from the calculation below:

F4.03=fb-n*p/60

In the formula, fb is the rated motor frequency, corresponding to function codeF2.02，n is the

rated motor speed, corresponding to function code F2.03, p is the number of motor pole pairs.

Code Name Range

F4.04
energy saving

running selection
0〜1【0】

When motor is running with light duty or without duty, the load current is measured and the output

voltage is regulated properly to achieve the objective of energy saving.

Note: This feature is especially effective for the load of fan and pump.

F5 group Input Terminals

Code Name Range

F5.00 S1 terminal function selection 0〜25【1】
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F5.01 S2 terminal function selection 0〜25【4】

F5.02 S3 terminal function selection 0〜25【7】

F5.03 S4 terminal function selection 0〜25【0】

F5.04 S5 terminal function selection 0〜25【9】

F5.05 S6 terminal function selection 0〜25【10】

This parameter is used to set the corresponding function of digital multifunction input terminals.

0：no function

1：rotate（FWD）

2：rotate-reverse（REV）

When the channel of run order is terminal control, the run order of the drive is given by the terminal

function mentioned above.

3：3 wire running control

More about 3 wire control input terminal, refer to F5.05 for 3 wire control function code introduction.

4：jogging-FWD

5：jogging-REV

For definite jogging frequency and acceleration/ deceleration time, refer to F8.02〜F8.04description.

6：free stop

When the command is effective, the drive blocks the output, thus the motor stop is not controlled by

the drive. For load with big inertia that has no requirement for the stop time, this method is recommended,

which has the same meaning as free wheel stop described in F1.05.

7：fault reset

External fault reset is used to reset the fault remotely, which has the same function as the key

STOP/RST in the keyboard.

8：external fault input

When the signal is effective, the drive gives an external fault(EF) and stops.

9：frequency set point increase(UP)

10：frequency set point decrease(DOWN)

11：frequency set point UP/DOWN reset

The 3 functions mentioned above are mainly used to adjust the frequency set point. UP is the

command for increase, DOWN is the command for decrease. Frequency set point UP/DOWN reset is

to clear the frequency value set by UP/DOWN, restoring frequency set point to the value set by the

frequency command channel.

12、13、14：multi level speed terminal1〜3

By combining the status of these 3 terminals, it’s possible to realize8 level speed setting.

Note：multi level speed terminal 1 is LSB, while multi level speed terminal 3 is MSB.

multi level

speed 3

multi level

speed 2

multi level

speed 1

BIT2 BIT1 BIT0

15： slection terminal for acceleration/deceleration time

To select the group of acceleration/deceleration time according to status of the terminals.

terminal

selection of

acceleration/deceleration

time

corresponding

parameter
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OFF
acceleration/deceleration

time 0
F0.08、F0.09

ON
acceleration/deceleration

time 1
F8.00、F8.01

16：PID control pause

PID not working temporarily, the drive keeps the default frequency output.

17： frequency swing pause

The drive pauses with default output. When the function is repealed ,it continues to start frequency

swing with default frequency.

18：frequency swing reset

The drive frequency set point comes back to center frequency.

19：acceleration/deceleration prohibition

Ensure the drive is not affected by external signal (except stop command), maintaining the current

output frequency.

20：Torque control prohibition

The drive switches from torque control mode to speed control mode.

21：Frequency UP/DOWN setting

To reset temporarily, the terminals are closed and the frequency value set by UP/DOWN setting is

cleared, and the frequency set point restores the frequency given by frequency command channel. When

the terminals are open,it goes back to the frequency value set by frequency UP/DOWN setting.

22：DC brake during stop

During the slowing down of the drive stop, when the terminals are closed, it makes the drive go into

DC brake immediately. The brake state is determined by F1.07〜 F1.09.

23〜25：reserved

Code Name Range

F5.06
Filter number of digital

value

0〜10

【5】

Set S1〜S6 terminal sampling filter time. In the case of large disturbance, the parameter should be

increased to prevent wrong operation.

Code Name Range

F5.07
Running with terminal

control mode
0〜3【0】

This parameter defines 4 different ways to control the drive running through external terminals.

0：Two wire control-mode 1,enabling and direction are combined.

This mode is the most popular two wire control type. It is the command from the defined terminals

FWD,REV which determines motor rotation direction.
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Figure1-8：Two wire control-type 1(enabling and direction are combined)

1：Two wire control-mode 2,enabling and direction are seperated.

In this mode, the terminal FWD is defined as enabling. The direction is determined by the status of

the defined REV.

Figure1-9：Two wire control-mode 2 (enabling and direction seperated)

2：Three wire control-mode 1. In this mode, SIn is the enabling terminal, while the run command is

generated by FWD, direction is controlled by REV. SIn is the normally closed input.

Figure1-10：Three wire control-mode 1.

among them, K: switch for FWD/REV SB1: RUN push button SB2: stop push button

SIn is the multifunction input terminal, defined as function 3 of "3 wire operation control".
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3：Three wire control-mode 2. In this mode, SIn is the enabling terminal, while the run command is

generated by SB1 or SB3, and both control the running direction at the same time. Stop command is

given by normally closed input SB2.

Figure1-11：Three wire control-mode 2.

among them: SB1: push button for running FWD SB2: Stop push button SB2: push button for

running REV

Note: In two wire control mode, if the terminal FWD/REV is effective, when the drive is

stopped by stop command from other sources, the drive will not run when the stop command is

gone, even with the control terminal FWD/REV still being effective. To make the drive run, it's

necessary to trigger FWD/REV again.

Code Name Range

F5.08
terminal UP/DOWN frequency

increment rate
0.01〜50.00【0.50Hz/s】

To adjust the rate of change of frequency setting by terminal UP/DOWN function

Code Name Range

F5.09 AI1 lower limit value 0.00〜10.00【0.00V/s】

F5.10 AI1 lower limit setting -100.0〜100.0【0.0%】

F5.11 AI1 upper limit value 0.00〜10.00【10.00V/s】

F5.12 AI1 upper limit setting -100.0〜100.0【100.0%】

F5.13 AI1 input filtering time 0.00〜10.00【0.10s】

The above function codes define the relationship between analogue input voltage and analogue

input setpoint. When the analog input voltage is beyond the the range of the set maximum input or

minimum input, the value outside of the range will be treated and calculated as the maximum input or

minimum input.

When analogue input is current input，0mA〜20mA current is corresponding to 0V〜5V voltage.

In different applications, the nominal values corresponding to analogue setting 100% are different.

Please refer to individual application description for detail.
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Figure1-12 corresponding relationship between analogue setpoint and the setting amount

AI1 input filtering time: To adjust the sensitivity of analogue input. Increasing the value properly

could enhance interference immunity of the analogue amount, but it could weaken the sensitivity of

analogue input.

Code Name Range

F5.14 AI2 lower limit value 0.00〜10.00【0.00V/s】

F5.15 AI2 lower limit setting -100.0〜100.0【0.0%】

F5.16 AI2 upper limit value 0.00〜10.00【10.00V】

F5.17 AI2 upper limit setting -100.0〜100.0【100.0%】

F5.18 AI2 input filtering time 0.00〜10.00【0.10s】

AI2 function is similar to the setting of AI1. Analogue AI2 can provide input for 0〜10v or 0〜

20mA. When AI2 is selected as 0〜20mA, 20mA is corresponding to 5V.

F6 Group output terminal group

The standard unit of this series drive has a multifunction digital output terminal, a multifunction relay

output terminal, and a multifunction analogue output terminal.

Code Name Range

F6.00 Y output selection 0〜10【1】

F6.01 Relay output selection 0〜10【3】

0: no output

1: Drive FWD running. When the drive is in FWD running, with frequency output, the output signal

ON is given.

2: Drive REV running. When the drive is in REV running, with frequency output, the output signal ON

is given.

3: Fault. When the drive has a fault, the output signal ON is given.

4: Frequency level detection reached FDT. Please refer to the detail description of F8.13、F8.14.

5: Frequency reached. Please refer to the detail description of F8.15.

6: In zero speed running, the drive output frequency and the frequency set point are zero at the

same time, the output signal ON is given.
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7: The determined pulse counter reached. When the counter reaches the value set by F8.22,the

output signal ON is given.

8: Length reached. When the actual length detected is more than the length set by F8.19,the output

signal ON is given.

9〜10：reserved

Code Name Range

F6.02 A0 output selection 0〜14【0】

The standard output of analogue output is 0〜20mA(or 0〜10V),possible to select current or voltage

output by wire jumper J15. The range of the corresponding value represented is listed below:

setting

value
function range

0 running frequency 0〜max. output frequency

1 frequency setting 0〜max. output frequency

2 running speed 0〜2times rated motor speed

3 output current 0〜2times rated drive current

4 output voltage 0〜1.5times rated drive voltage

5 output power 0〜2times rated power

6 output torque 0〜2times rated motor current

7 analogue input AI1 0〜10V

8 analogue AI2input 0〜10V/0〜20Ma

9—10 reserved reserved

Code Name Range

F6.03 output lower limit 0.0〜100.0【0.0%】

F6.04

lower limit

corresponding to

output A0

0.00〜10.00【0.00V/s】

F6.05 output upper limit 0.0〜100.0【100.0%】

F6.06

upper limit

corresponding to

output A0

0.00〜10.00【10.00V/s】

The above function code defines the corresponding relation between output value and analog output.

When the output value exceeds the maximum or minimum output, out of the range, the value will be

taken place by the output upper limit or lower limit for calculation.

When the analogue output is current output,1mA current amounts to 0.5V voltage.

In different applications, the output value 100% is corresponding to different analogue output.

Please refer to individual application description for detail.
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Figure1-13 corresponding relationship between setting value and analogue output

F7 Group HMI group

Code Name Range

F7.00
user

password
0〜65535【0】

Setting any number other than zero, to make the password protection function go in effect.

00000： clear the former setting of user password, and make password protection be void. Resetting

to factory default can also clear the password.

When the user password setting is valid, if the user inputs wrong password, he cannot enter the

menu. Only by inputting correct password, can the user view the parameters and modify them. Please

remember well what you set for user password.

When exiting the edit mode of function code, the password protection is to be effective within 1

minute. As it is effective, you can enter the edit mode of function code by pressing PRG/ESC, and it

displays "0.0.0.0". The user must enter correct user password , otherwise there no way to go in.

Code Name Range

F7.01
LCD Display

Language Selection
0〜1【0】

0: Chinese

1：ENGLISH

The above function is only effective for LCD external keypad, used to select the

language for LCD display

Code Name Range

F7.02
function

parameter copy
0〜2【0】

This function code determines the pattern of parameter copying. The parameter copy

function is built in LCD external keypad.
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1: The function parameter of the machine is uploaded to LCD keypad. The function

parameter of the machine is copied to LCD external keypad.

2: The function parameter is downloaded from LCD keypad to the machine. The

function parameter in LCD keypad is copied to the machine.

Note：After the parameter copy operation is executed, this parameter is automatically

restored to 0.

Code Name Range

F7.03
QUICK/JOG function

selection
0〜2【0】

QUICK/JOG, it is multifunction key. It's possible to define the function of key QUICK/JOG by

parameter setting.

0: Jog Run Pressing QUICK/JOG to make Jog Run.

1: Switching for FWD run and REV run Pressing QUICK/JOG to change the direction of

frequency command.

Note：Setting by QUICK/JOG to switch between FWD run and REV run. When the power is off,
the drive cannot remember the state after switching. And it will run according to setting of

parameter F0.10 as the power resumes. The run direction in setting of parameter F0.10 will be

remembered during drive power off.

2：Clear UP/DOWN setting. QUICK/JOG may clear UP/DOWN setting.

Code Name Range

F7.04 STOP/RSTkey stop selection 0〜3【0】

This function code defines the effective selection of STOP/RST stop function.

0: only effective for keypad

1: simultaneously effective for keypad and terminal

2: simultaneously effective for keypad and communication control

3: effective for all control mode

For fault reset, STOP/RST is effective any time.
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Code Name Range

F7.05
Keypad display

selection
0〜3【0】

0：External keypad priority enabled. When LCD keypad is connected, this parameter must be set as

0. As long as LCD keypad is used, only parameter 0 is displayed.

1：The drive and external keypad display at the same time, but only the external keypad is effective.

If the external keypad is not connected, the machine key an also be used.

2：The drive and external keypad display at the same time, but only the external keypad is effective.

If the external keypad is not connected, the machine key can also be used.

3: The drive and external keypad display at the same time, and their keys are both effective.( Both

are in logic or relationship)

Note ： No.3 function should be carefully used. Wrong operation may cause severe

consequence.

Code Name Range

F7.06
parameter selection for running

status display
0〜0×7FFF【0×3FF】

Under the running state of this series of drive,parameter display is affected by this function code.

That is binary number of 16 bit. If a certain bit is 1, it means the parameter corresponding to the bit can be

viewed by >/SHIFT. If the bit is 0, then the corresponding parameters of the bit will not be displayed.

When setting the F7.06 function code ,it's necessary to convert a binary number to a hexadecimal

number, and enter the function code.

The content displayed by each bit is listed below:

BIT5 BIT4 BIT3 BIT2 BIT1 BIT0

torque

setting

value

multi level

speed

default

speed level

analogue

value of

AI2

analogue

value of

AI1

output

terminal

state

input

terminal

state

BIT9 BIT8 BIT7 BIT6 BIT5 BIT4

PID

feedback

value

PID set

point value

output

torque

output

power

running

speed

output

current

BIT3 BIT2 BIT1 BIT0

output

voltage
bus voltage

frequency

setting

running

frequency
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The state of input & output terminal is to be shown bydecimalnumber.S1(Y) is corresponding to LSB.

For example, if the input state shows 3, that is to say terminal S1 and S2are closed. Other terminals are

open. Refer to F7.18 ,F7.19 for detail.

Code Name Range

F7.07
parameter selection for stop

state display
0〜0×3FF【0×FF】

This function setting is the same as that of F7.06. Only when this series of drive is in stop state, is

its parameter display determined by this function code.

The content to be shown by each bit is like the following:

BIT5 BIT4 BIT3 BIT2 BIT1 BIT0

reserved reserved reserved reserved reserved reserved

BIT9 BIT8 BIT7 BIT6 BIT5 BIT4

setting value for

speed

default level

of multi

level speed

analogue

value of

AI2

analogue

value of

AI1

PID

feedback

value

PID set

point

value

BIT3 BIT2 BIT1 BIT0

output terminal

state

input

terminal

state

bus

voltage

frequenc

y setting

Code Name Range

F7.08
temperature of rectifier

module
0〜100.0℃

F7.09
temperature of inverter

module
0〜100.0℃

F7.10 software version

F7.11
accumulated run time

of this device

These function codes can only be viewed, but not be modified.

temperature of rectifier module: It is the temperature of rectifier .Different kinds of device may have

different protection value for its rectifier module over temperature.

temperature of inverter module: It is the temperature of inverter module .Different kinds of device

may has different kinds of over temperature protection value for the inverter module.
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software version: DSP software version number.

accumulated run time of the machine: It displays the accumulated run time of the drive so far.

Code Name Range

F7.12
Fault type of last two

faults.
0〜24

F7.13
Fault type of last

fault.
0〜24

F7.14
Fault type of current

fault.
0〜24

To record the last 3 faults of the drive for fault type：0 means no fault, 1〜24 means different fault of

24 kinds. Refer to fault analysis for detail.

Code Name Range

F7.15 running frequency for current fault

F7.16 output current for current fault

F7.17 bus voltage for current fault

F7.18 input terminal state for current fault

F7.19 input terminal state for current fault

The input terminal state for current fault is a decimal number. It shows the state of all the

digital input terminals of last fault, in a sequence like:

BIT5 BIT4 BIT3 BIT2 BIT1 BIT0

S6 S5 S4 S3 S2 S1

When the input terminal is on, the corresponding bit is 1. The bit is 0 when the terminal is OFF. By

reading this value you can see the state of digital input signal when fault occurs.

The output terminal state for current fault is a decimal number. It shows the state of all the

digital output terminals of last fault, in a sequence like:

BIT1 BIT0

R0 Y

When the output terminal is on, the corresponding bit is 1. The bit is 0 when the terminal is OFF.

By reading this value you can see the state of digital output signal when fault occurs.

F8 Group Enhanced Function Group

Code Name Range

F8.00
acceleration

time 2
0.0〜3600.0s【20.0s】
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F8.01
deceleration

time 2
0.0〜3600.0s【20.0s】

The acceleration/deceleration time can be selected from F0.08, F0.09 and the value above.

They have the same meaning. Refer F0.08 and F0.09 for the description.

Through the multi functional digital input terminal, it is possible to use acceleration/deceleration

time0and acceleration/deceleration time1 as a switching. Refer to parameter group F5 of multi

functional digital input terminal, for more detail.

Code Name Range

F8.02 Jog run frequency 0.00〜F0.07【5.00Hz】

F8.03
Jog run acceleration

time
0.0〜3600.0s【20.0s】

F8.04
Jog run deceleration

time
0.0〜3600.0s【20.0s】

Define the frequency set point of drive jog run and the acceleration/deceleration time. In Jog

run mode, the drive is run and stopped by: direct start and slowing down stop.

Jog acceleration time is the time needed for the drive to speed up from 0Hz to the max. frequency

(F0.04).

Jog deceleration time is the time needed for the drive to slow down from max.frequency (F0.04) to

0Hz.

Code Name Range

F8.05 Jump frequency 0.00〜F0.04【0.00Hz】

F8.06

frequency

jumping

amplitude

0.00〜F0.04【0.00Hz】

When the set frequency is within the range of jump frequency, the actual running frequency is

the boundary of jump frequency.

By setting frequency jump, it allows the drive to avoid the mechanical resonance point of the

load. This drive can be set with1frequency jump point. If all frequency jump points are set as

0,this function will not work at all.
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Figure1-14 frequency jump figure

Code Name Range

F8.07 frequency swing amplitude 0.0〜100.0【0.0%】

F8.08 frequency jumping amplitude 0.0〜50.0%【0.0%】

F8.09 frequency swing up time 0.1〜3600.0s【5.0s】

F8.10 frequency swing down time 0.1〜3600.0s【5.0s】

Frequency swing is suitable for textile, chemical fiber and other industries where traversing and

winding function is needed.

The frequency swing means that the output frequency of the drive swings above or below the

set frequency as a center. The trajectory of running frequency in time axis is shown in the figure

below. The swing amplitude is set by F8.07.When F8.07 is set as0,the swing amplitude is0，the

frequency swing doesn't work.

Figure1-15 frequency swing working diagram

Frequency swing amplitude: The frequency swing is restricted by upper limit and lower limit

frequency.
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Swing amplitude vs. central frequency: Swing amplitude AW=central frequency× swing

amplitude scale F8.07

Jump frequency=swing amplitude AW×frequency jump amplitude F8.08. It is the value for

jump frequency against swing amplitude when frequency swing is on.

Frequency swing up time: The time for frequency swing to go from the lowest point to the

highest point.

Frequency swing down time: The time for frequency swing to go from the highest point to

the lowest point.

Code Name Range

F8.11
The number of automatic fault

reset
0〜3【0】

F8.12
The time interval setting for

automatic fault reset
0.1〜100.0s【1.0s】

The number of automatic fault reset ：When the drive selects automatic fault reset, it is used to set

the number of automatic reset. When the drive is reset in succession for a number more than this

value, the drive goes to a fault standby, waiting for manual intervention.

The time interval setting for automatic fault reset: to select the time interval between fault

happening and automatic reset.

Code Name Range

F8.13
FDT voltage

measuring value
0.00〜F0.04【50.00Hz】

F8.14
FDT delay

measuring value
0.0〜100.0【5.0%】

When the output frequency exceeds a set frequency of FDT voltage, an output signal is given until

the output frequency is lower than the frequency of FDT voltage (FDT voltage-FDT delay measuring

value). The waveform is shown below:
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Figure 1-16 FDT voltage diagram

Code Name Range

F8.15
The range for frequency to be

detected
0.0〜100.0%【0.0%】

When the drive output frequency is within the positive or negative detecting range of the set

frequency, a pulse signal is output, as shown in the diagram below:

Figure1-17 The diagram showing the range for frequency to be detected

Code Name Range

F8.16
Braking threshold

voltage
115〜140%【380V：130%】【220V：120%】

This function code is to set the initial bus voltage for energy consuming brake. Adjusting this value

properly could brake the load effectively.

Code Name Range

F8.17
coefficient for

speed display
0.1〜999.9%【100.0%】
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mechanical revolving speed=120× running frequency× F8.17/number of motor pole pairs, this

function code is to calibrate the scale error of revolving speed, which has no impact on actual revolving

speed.

F9 Group PID Control Group

PID control is a common method for process control. By calculating the deviation between the

feedback signal of the variable controlled and that of the target variable, with calculation of proportion,

integral, differential operation, to adjust the output frequency of the drive, to form a negative feedback

system, stabilizing the variable controlled as the target variable. It is suitable for flow control, pressure

control and temperature control, etc. The control principle chart is like below:

Figure1-18 Principle chart for process PID

Code Name Range

F9.00
PID set point

source selection
0〜4【0】

0：set point from keypad (F9.01)

1：set point from analogue channel AI1

2：set point from analogue channel AI2

3：set point from remote communication

4：multi level set point

When the source of frequency set point is PID, with F0.03 being selected as 5, this group function is

effective. This parameter determines set point channel of process PID target variable.

The process PID target variable is a relative value. The set point 100% is corresponding to 100%

feedback signal of the system to be controlled.

The system always take the relative value （0〜100.0%）for the calculation.

Note: Multi level set point can be got by setting parameters of FA group.

Code Name Range

F9.01
PID set point preset by

keypad
-100.0〜100.0【0%】
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When F9.00=0 is selection, the target source is the keypad set point. It's necessary to set this

parameter.

The basis of this parameter is the feedback amount of the system.

Code Name Range

F9.02
PID feedback

source selection
0〜3【0】

0：feedback for analogue channel AI1

1：feedback for analogue channel AI2

2：AI1+AI2feedback

3：feedback of remote communication

To select PID feedback channel by choosing this parameter.

Note: A set point channel and a feedback channel can't overlap; otherwise the PID cannot

effectively control the system.

Code Name Range

F9.03

PID output

characteristic

selection

0〜1【0】

0: PID output is with positive feature. When the feedback signal is greater than PID set point, it

asks for lower output frequency of drive, which can make PID equilibrium. Such as the tension PID

control for winding.

1: PID output is with negative feature. When the feedback signal is greater than PID set

point, it asks for higher output frequency of drive, which can make PID equilibrium. Such as the

tension PID control for rewinding.

Code Name Range

F9.04
proportional gain

（Kp）
0.00〜100.00【0.10】

F9.05 integral time （Ti） 0.01〜10.00s【0.10s】

F9.06 differential time 0.00〜10.00s【0.00s】

proportional gain (Kp): It determines the overall adjustment intensity of PID regulator, the greater the

P, the greater the adjusting intensity. The parameter value of 100 means when the deviation between

PID feedback amount and the set point amount is 100%, the regulating amount of PID regulator for

output frequency command is the max. frequency (the integral and derivative effect are ignored).

integral time （Ti）: It determines how fast the PID regulator will conduct integral regulation for the

deviation between PID feedback amount and the set point amount. Integral time is the time, when the

deviation between PID feedback amount and the set point amount is 100%,for integral regulator

( ignoring the proportion and differential effect) to get a max. adjusting amount of max. frequency (F0.04)

after continuous regulation in the period. The shorter the integral time, the greater the regulating

intensity.

Derivative time （Td）:It determines the intensity for the PID regulator to regulate against the rate of

change of deviation between PID feedback amount and the set point amount. differential time is the
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time in which the feedback amount changes 100%, the regulating amount of derivative regulator is the

max. frequency (F0.04) (ignoring the proportion and integral effect). The longer the differential time,

the greater the regulating intensity.

PID is a common method for process control. Each part of it has different function. Its working

principle and regulating mechanism are described below:

Proportion regulation (P): When there is a deviation between feedback and set point, a regulating

amount proportional to the deviation is output. As long as the deviation is constant, the regulating amount

is constant. Proportional regulation could react to the change of feedback quickly. But error-free

control is not possible merely with proportional regulation. The greater the proportional gain, the

faster the system regulating speed. But too great proportional gain will cause oscillation. The

regulating method is that, firstly we set a very long integral time, being set to 0, run the system merely

with proportional regulation. Observe the stable deviation (offset) between feedback signal and set point

amount while changing the amount of set point. If the offset is in the direction of the set point ( i.e., with

set point increased, the feedback amount is smaller than the set point after the system is stabled),the

proportional gain should be kept being added. On the contrary, repeat the above procedure by reducing

proportional gain, until the offset is very small (very hard to get rid of offset completely).

integral time （I）: When there is deviation between feedback and set point, the output regulating

amount is to be accumulated. If the deviation continues to be present, the regulating amount is

continuously increased until the deviation is gone. Integral regulator can remove the offset

effectively. If the integral regulator is too strong, there would be repeating overshoot until oscillation

arises. The feature of the oscillation caused by too strong integral effect is that, the feedback signal

swings above or below the set point amount, with a bigger and bigger range until an oscillation happens.

To adjust the parameter of integral time, people normally adjust integral time step by step, starting from

bigger number to smaller ones and observe the system regulation result until a stable system speed is

reached.

Differential time (D): When the deviation between feedback and set point changes, a regulating

amount proportional to the change rate of deviation is output. This regulation amount is only related to

the amount and the direction of the deviation change, having nothing to do with the amount and the

direction of deviation itself. Differential regulation is a function when feedback signal changes, a

regulation is done according to the change tendency to restrain the change of feedback signal。

Differential regulation should be used carefully, since it could easily enlarge the interference of the

system, especially the interference with high changing frequency.

Code Name Range

F9.07 Sampling period（T） 0.01〜100.00s【0.50s】

F9.08
PID control limit of

variation
0.0〜100.0%【0.0%】

Sampling period（T）：It is the sampling period for feedback. The regulator calculates once within

each sampling period. The longer the sampling period, the slower the reaction.

PID control deviation limit: It is the maximum deviation allowed of PID system output values

corresponding to the closed loop set point, as shown in the diagram. Within the deviation limit, the PID

regulator stops to regulate the system. Setting this function code properly could regulate the

sensitivity and stability of the system.
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Figure1-19 The corresponding relationship between deviations limit and output frequency

Code Name Range

F9.09
Feedback off line

detecting value
0.0〜100.0%【0.0%】

F9.10
Feedback off line

detecting time
0.0〜3600.0s【1.0s】

Feedback off line detecting value: The value is corresponding to full scale(100%).The system has been

detecting the amount of PID feedback. When the feedback value is less than or equal to the feedback off

line detecting value, the system starts the detecting timer. When the detecting time is more than the

feedback off line detecting time, the system will tell a fault of PID feedback off line(PIDE).

FA GroupMulti-speed control group

Code Name Range

FA.00 multi level speed 0 -100.0〜100.0【0.0%】

FA.01 multi level speed 1 -100.0〜100.0【0.0%】

FA.02 multi level speed 2 -100.0〜100.0【0.0%】

FA.03 multi level speed 3 -100.0〜100.0【0.0%】

FA.04 multi level speed 4 -100.0〜100.0【0.0%】

FA.05 multi level speed 5 -100.0〜100.0【0.0%】

FA.06 multi level speed 6 -100.0〜100.0【0.0%】

FA.07 multi level speed 7 -100.0〜100.0【0.0%】
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Note: The symbol of multi level speed determines the running direction. If it is negative，the

machine runs in reverse direction. The frequency setting 100% is corresponding to max.

frequency(F0.04).

When S1=S2=S3=OFF, the frequency input mode is selected by code F0.03. When S1,S2, and

S3are not all OFF，it runs with multi level speed .Multi level speed input has a priority over the input from

keypad, analogue terminal and frequency input via communication. With the combination code of

S1,S2, and S3,as many as 8 level speeds can be chosen.

Figure 1-20 Logic diagram of multi level speed running

The start/stop command channel selection of multi level speed control is also determined by the

function code F0.01.The multistage speed control process is as shown in figure 1-20. S1,S2, and

S3terminal have a relationship as shown below.

The relationship between multi level speed and terminal S1,S2 and S3

S1 OFF ON OFF ON OFF ON OFF ON

S2 OFF OFF ON ON OFF OFF ON ON

S3 OFF OFF OFF OFF ON ON ON ON

Level 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

FB Group protection parameter group

Code Name Range

Fb.00
selection for mot

overload protection
0〜2【2】

0: no protection There is any motor overload protection (to be carefully used). Now the motor is not

overload protected by the drive.

1: normal motor (with low speed compensation) Because common motor has worse heat

dissipation effect under low speed , the corresponding electronic thermal protection value should be

adjusted properly. The low speed compensation characteristic, what is mentioned here ,is to adjust the
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motor overload protection threshold value to a lower point when the operating frequency is lower than 30

Hz.

2: motor for variable frequency (without low speed compensation) Since the special motor

for variable frequency is not affected by rotation speed for its heat dissipation, it's not necessary to

undertake protection value adjustment for low speed running.

Code Name Range

Fb.01 motor overload protection current 20.0〜120.0【100.0%】

Fgure1-21 motor overload protection coefficient setting

This value is determined by following formula:

motor overload protection current=( max. load current allowed/ rated drive current)×100%.

On the occasion of big drive working with small motor, it's necessary to properly set this function

code for motor protection.

Code Name Range

Fb.02
Frequency reducing point for instantaneous

power off
400.0〜600.0V【450.0V】

Fb.03
Frequency reducing rate for instantaneous

power off
0.00〜F0.07【0.00Hz】

When the frequency reducing rate for instantaneous power off is set as 0,the frequency reducing

function for instantaneous power off does not work.

Frequency reducing point for instantaneous power off: It refers to the occasion when the power

is off, and the busbar voltage drops to the point of frequency reducing for instantaneous power off, the

drive starts to lower the running frequency according to frequency reducing rate for instantaneous

power off(Fb.03), to keep the motor in a state of power generation, letting the feedback electricity

maintain the bus voltage , to ensure the normal operation of the drive until the drive is powered on again.

Note: Properly adjusting these two parameters can avoid production shutdown due to the

drive protection when switching between the power grids.

Code Name Range

Fb.04 over voltage stalling 0〜1【1】
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protection

Fb.05

voltage for over

voltage stalling

protection

120〜150%【380V：130%】【220V：120%】

Fb.04:

0: protection prohibition

1: protection permission

In the process of the drive's slowing down, because of the influence of the load inertia, maybe the

actual motor speed declining rate is lower than the declining rate of output frequency .At this moment, the

electricity is fed from motor back to the drive, causing the rise of busbar voltage .If nothing is done, it will

trip the drive's over voltage fault due to high bus voltage.

Over voltage stalling protection is realized by measuring bus voltage during drive running, and

comparing it with the overvoltage stalling point as defined in Fb. 05 (relative to the standard busbar

voltage), .If it exceeds the over voltage stalling point, the drive output frequency stops going down, until

the bus voltage measured is lower than the over voltage stall point, then the drive continues to slow

down. As figure below:

Figure1-22 Over voltage stalling function

Code Name Range

Fb.06
Automatic current

limit level
100〜200%【160】

Fb.07
Frequency reducing

rate for over current
0.00〜50.00【1.00Hz】

During drive running, due to heavy load, the actual motor speed rising rate is lower than that of

output frequency. If nothing is done, it will cause the drive trip of over current during acceleration.

Automatic current limiting function is realized by measuring the output current in the process of drive

running, and comparing it with the current limit level as defined in Fb. 06 .If it exceeds the current limit

level, the drive output frequency goes down with the frequency reducing rate for over

current(Fb.07).When the measured output current is lower than the current limit level, it resumes the

normal operation. As figure:
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Figure1-23 over current stalling function

FC Group serial communication group

Code Name Range

FC.00
communication address of

this machine
0〜247【1】

When the master machine is in writing frame, and the communication address of slave machine is

set as 0, which is the broadcasting communication address. All the slave machines on the MODBUS

have to receive this frame, but don't give any answer. Note: The address of slave machine must not

be set as 0.

The communication address of this machine is a unique one in the network, which is the base for the

upper level machine to make a peer to peer communication with the drive.

Code Name Range

FC.01
selection for baud

rate
0〜5【4】

0：1200bps

1: 2400bps

2: 4800bps

3: 9600bps

4: 19200bps

5: 38400bps

This parameter is used to set data transfer rate between the PC and the drive. Please note that

the baud rate set by upper level machine must be the same as that of the drive. Otherwise, the

communication can't be successful. The bigger the baud rate, the faster the communication speed.
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Code Name Range

FC.02
data bit check

setting
0〜17【1】

0：no check（N，8，1）for RTU

1：even parity check（N，8，1）for RTU

2：odd parity check（0，8，1）for RTU

3：no check（N，8，2）for RTU

4：even parity check（E，8，2）for RTU

5：odd parity check（0，8，2）for RTU

The data format set by upper level machine must be the same as that of the drive. Otherwise, the

communication can't be successful.

Code Name Range

FC.03
communication

answer delay
0〜200ms【5ms】

response delay: It is the interval between the end of receiving data by the drive and its response

data sending back to upper machine. If the response time delay is less than the system processing

time, the response time delay will be subject to the system processing time. If the response time delay is

longer than system processing time, the system has to wait with a delay after processing the data, until

the response delay time is up and the data will be transmitted to upper machine.

Code Name Range

FC.04
Time for communication timeout

fault
0.0〜200.0s【0.0s】

When the function code is set to 0.0 s, communication timeout parameter is invalid.

When the function code is set to a valid value, if the interval time between a communication and the

next one is beyond the communication timeout time, system will tell a communication error (CE).

Usually, it is set to an invalid value. In a system with continuous communication , by setting this

parameter you can monitor the communication status.

Code Name Range

FC.05 Transmission error handling 0〜3【1】

0：alarm and stop by free wheel

1: no alarm, continue to run

2: no alarm, stop in a stop mode( for communication control mode only)

3: no alarm, stop in a stop mode( for all control modes)

In an abnormal communication occasion, the drive could shield CE fault, stop or continue to run by

setting the selection to react to communication fault.
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Code Name Range

FC.06

transmission

response

handling

0000〜1111【0000】

When the LED unit bit of this function code is set to 0, the drive responds to the reading and writing

command of upper PC.

When the LED unit bit of this function code is set to 1, the drive responds only to the reading

command of upper PC,but does not respond to writing command. A higher communication efficiency is

got in this way.

When LED ten's bit of the function code is set to 0, the drive will not store the communication

setting data during power off.

FD Group supplemental function group

Code Name Range

Fd.00
low frequency threshold point for inhibiting

oscillation
0〜500【5】

Fd.01
high frequency threshold point for inhibiting

oscillation
0〜500【100】

But when running in some frequency range, most motors may have current oscillation, which at least

affects the motor stable operation, and cause drive over current in the worse occasion. When

Fd.04=0， the oscillation is restrained. When Fd.00 , Fd.01 are set to small values, the oscillation

restraining effect is obvious with obvious current increase. When the setting values are big, the

oscillation restraining effect is weaker.

Code Name Range

Fd.02 oscillation restraining limit value 0〜10000【5000】

By setting Fb. 02, you can limit the big voltage rise during oscillation suppressing.

Code Name Range

Fd.03
demarcation point between high and low frequency of

oscillation restraining
0.00〜F.04【12.5Hz】

Fd.03 is the demarcation point for function code Fd. 00 and Fd 01.

Code Name Range

Fd.04 oscillation restraining 0〜1【1】

0:oscillation restraining is effective:

1:oscillation restraining is not effective.
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Restraining oscillation function is for VF control. General motors may have current oscillation

phenomenon without duty or with light duty, causing abnormal motor operation and over-current of the

drive in the worst occasion. WhenFd.04 =0, the oscillation restraining function is energized, and

the drive will restrain the oscillation appeared in the motor according to parameters of functional groups

Fd.00〜 Fd.03.

Code Name Range

Fd.05 PWM mode selection 0〜2【0】

0: PWM mode 1, the model of normal PWM model. With low frequency the motor noise is small,

with high frequency the motor noise is bigger.

1: PWM mode 2. The motor in this mode has small noise, but with higher temperature rise. If

this function is chosen, the drive should be used with derating.

2: PWM mode 3, motor in this mode runs with higher noise, but it has good inhibition on the

motor oscillation .

Code Name Range

Fd.06
torque setting

method
0〜5【0】

Fd.07
Torque setting by

keypad
-200.0〜200.0【50.0%】

Fd. 06 torque setting channel selection:

0: Torque setting by keypad （Fd. 07)

1: analog AI1 torque setting (corresponding to 100.0% of the 2 times rated current of drive)

2: analog AI2 torque setting (ditto)

3: analog AI1 + AI2 torque setting (ditto)

4: multistage torque setting (ditto)

5: telecommunication torque setting(ditto)

Only when F0.00=2, the torque control is effective, and function code Fd. 06 is effective thereby.

Under torque control, the drive outputs torque according to torque setting instructions. The output

frequency is restricted by upper limit frequency. When the load speed is greater than the set upper limit

frequency, the output frequency of the drive is limited, and the output torque will be different from the

set torque.

When the torque instruction is set by the keyboard (Fd. 06 to 0), setting function code Fd. 07 can

get torque command. When setting torque is negative, the motor will run reversely. The

input setting 100.0% of analog set point, multistage speed and communications set point is

corresponding to 2 times rated current of the drive, while - 100.0% is corresponding to negative 2

times the rated current of the drive.

By multi-function input terminals, switching can be done between torque control and speed

control .

When the set torque of the drive is greater than the load torque , the output frequency of the drive

will rise. When the drive output frequency is up to upper limit of frequency, the drive is going to run at

the upper limit frequency from then on.
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When the set torque of the drive is smaller than the load torque , the output frequency of the drive

will decrease. When the drive output frequency is below the lower limit of frequency, the drive is going

to run at the lower limit frequency from then on.

Note: During stop, the drive switches from torque control to speed control automatically .

Code Name Range

Fd.08

source selection for

setting upper limit

frequency

0〜4【0】

source selection for setting upper limit frequency Especially under torque control, people

may change the upper limit frequency to change the output frequency of the drive.

0:upper limit frequency setting by keypad

1:upper limit frequency setting by analog AI1

2:upper limit frequency setting by analog AI2

3:upper limit frequency by multistage speed setting

4: upper limit frequency by telecommunication setting

Code Name Range

Fd.09
optional action for

current limit
0〜1【0】

Automatic current limiting function is always effective during acceleration/ deceleration . But it may

be effective or not, depending on the reacting option (Fd. 09 ) of automatic current limiting during

constant speed operation.

Fd.09=0means automatic current limit is effective with constant speed running；

Fd.09=1means automatic current limit is off with constant speed running.

When automatic current limit is functioning, the output frequency is likely to change.So automatic

current limiting function should not be used for the application requiring constant speed running with

stable output frequency .

When automatic current limit is effective, due to the low level setting of current limit, it could affect

the drive overload capacity.

FE group Manufacturer Function Group

The parameter group is the manufacturer's set Users should not attempt to open the group

parameter, otherwise it will cause the drive's abnormal operation or damage.
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3.2、Extended parameter

E0 group option

E1 group option

E2 group water supply application group

Code Name Range

E2.00
Forced output modification for

VF mode drive
0〜1【0】

E2.01
Output modification factor for VF

mode drive
0～100.0%

In VF mode, these two parameters accomplish a function: reduce the output voltage of the drive,

thus preventing over-current and oscillation.

E2.00 setting enables this function. 0— disable the function，1—enable the function

E2.01 is the modification factor. So the drive output voltage = E2.01 X output voltage before being

modified

Code Name Range

E2.02 0 Hz output enabling 0〜1【0】

This parameter determines whether the inverter outputs voltage at 0 Hz:

0—output voltage, to be used for braking

1— it doesn't output voltage.

Code Name Range

E2.03 wake up frequency E2.05～F0.04

E2.04 Enable the dormancy function 0～1

E2.05 dormancy frequency 00.00～E2.03
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E2.06 Delay time before dormancy 0～60000s

The four parameters work with F0.03 F9.00, F9.01, F9.02 combination to fulfill dormancy function

of the drive.E2.04 is the setting for function enabling,0—prohibit this function，1—enable this function.

Pay special attention to the fact that this function only works when F0.03 is set to 5 (that is, the

frequency set point comes from PID output).

The drive runs with the frequency according to PID output set point. When the frequency is regulated

by PID to a level below the set value of E2.05, the dormancy delay timer starts to count. When the

delay timer value reaches the set value of E2.06 , the drive stops outputting voltage and goes into a

dormant state. When the frequency rise up to the set point of E2.03,the drive wakes up

automatically and starts to output voltage.

This function being used for the application of constant pressure water supply:

setting procedure:

1、 F0.03 is set to 5

2、 F9.00 is set to 1

3、 F9.02 is set to 1

4、 E2.03 is set to 20.00Hz

5、 E2.04 is set to 1

6、 E2.05 is set to 15.00Hz

7、 E2.06 is set to 20s

signal connection:

1、 The halfway point of the potentiometer is connected to AI1 terminal, with the top of the

potentiometer connected to the terminal 10 v, the lower end of the potentiometer is connected

to the GND terminal.

2、 The pressure signal of water supply system is connected to AI2 terminals.

If the pressure of 0 ~ 10 kgf/cm^2 is corresponding to voltage signal of 0 ~ 10 v, when the

potentiometer midpoint voltage is set to 5 v, it can achieve the function to supply water with constant

pressure of 5 kgf/cm^2 .

When the pressure is less than 5 kgf/cm^2, PID output increases, and the drive outputs voltage

when the pressure is more than E2.03 set point, the motor runs to supply the water, pressure begins to

rise. When the pressure is higher than 5 kgf/cm^2, the output of the PID begins to decline until it falls

below the setpoint of E2.05, delay timer starts counting. When the timer reached E2.06 set value, the

drive enters a dormant state, stops outputting voltage, thus water supply is stopped. If water pressure

drops due to water consumption, to a level less than 5 kgf/cm^2, the output of the PID started to rise

again, when it above E2.03 set points , the drive wakes up from dormant state, and starts to output

voltage and to supply water again.

The above process goes in cycles, achieving the goal of supplying water with relative stable

pressure ,and has the function of dormancy, to save the energy and to improve the service life of the

water supply system.

Code Name Range

E2.07 option

E2.08 option

E2.09 option
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4. Simple list for function parameters

The function parameters of this series drive are divided into groups according to functions, having F0

~ FE, a total of 16 groups, each of which includes a number of functions. The function code uses a

menu of 3 levels, i.e."F8.08" means No.8 function code of group F8, while FE is the function parameter

for manufacturer which the user has no access.

To facilitate the function code setting, when using the keypad for operation, the functional group

number is corresponding to level 1 of the menu, function code corresponding to level 2 of the menu,

function parameters corresponding to level 3 of the menu.

1、 The column content of function table is described below:

Column 1"Function code ":It is the number of parameter group and of the parameter.

Column 2 " Name"：The complete name of function parameter；

Column 3“parameter description in detail”: It is the detailed description of the function parameters;

Column 4 "Setting range" : It is the valid value range of function parameters, displayed on the LCD

keypad;

Column 5 "default value" : It is the original setting of the function parameter set by the factory ;

Column 6 "change" : It refers to changing the properties of function parameters (i.e., whether the

change is allowed and the conditions to change), shown as follows:

“○”：It says that this parameter setting can be changed in stop or running state of the drive ；

“◎”：It says that this parameter setting cannot be changed in running state of the drive ；

“●”: It says that the value of this parameter is the actual value measured and recorded,which cannot

be changed.

(The drive has automatic inspection constraint for the property changing of various parameters , to

help users avoid modifying mistake.)

The7thcolumn" Serial No.": It tells the serial number of the function code, and tells the register

address of communication at the same time.

2. The "parameter system" is decimal system(DEC), If parameters is represented by hexadecimal

system, during parameter editing the data of each bit is independent of each other, some bits may have

value range of hexadecimal value (0〜F).

3,“default value”means updated value of function parameter when conducting the operation of

restoring parameter to factory original; but the actual value measured or recorded will not be updated.

4, For more effective protection, the drive provides password protection for function code.

After setting the user password (i.e., the user password F7.00 parameter is not zero）,when the user

press.PRG/ESC key to enter the state of function code editing, the system will enter the user's password

authentication status, it displays as "0.0.0.0.0". The operator must input correct user password ,

otherwise the access is denied. (Remind users not to attempt to modify the parameters set

by manufacturer .If the parameter is mistakenly set, it will easily cause abnormal work of the drive or

even damage.) In the unlocked state of password protection, user password may be modified any

time.The user password will be subject to the last input values. When F7.00 is set to 0, people

can cancel the user's password; If F7.00 is not zero during power up,the parameter is password

protected.

5. To modify function code parameters via serial communication , the same rules of user's

password function as above should be followed .
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Code Name Parameters in detail description
default

value

modifi

cation

serial

numb

er

F0 Group basic functional group

F0.00
speed control

mode

0: vector control without PG

0 ◎ 0.1: V/F control

2: vector control (without PG)

F0.01
run command

channel

0: keypad command channel ( LED

extinguishes)

0 ◎ 1.
1: terminal command channel ( LED

blinks)

2: communication command channel

( LED illumining)

F0.02

UP/Down setting

by keypad and

terminal

0:Effective, and to be stored by the

drive during power off

0 ○ 2.

1:Effective, and to be stored by the

drive during power off

2： UP/DOWN setting not effective

3:The setting is effective during

running,and it is cleared when the

machine stops.

F0.03
Frequency

command selection

0:setting by keypad

0 ○ 3.

1: Analog AI1 setting ( for

single-phase 0.4 ~0.75 KW drive, it

related to panel potentiometer )

2: Analog AI2 setting

3: Analog AI1+AI2 setting

4: Setting for multi level speed running

5：PID control setting

6：setting via remote communication

7: panel potentiometer

F0.04
max. output

frequency
10.00〜600.00Hz 50.00Hz ◎ 4.

F0.05
upper limit of

running frequency
F0.06〜F0.04(max.frequency） 50.00Hz ○ 5.

F0.06
lower limit of

running frequency

0.00〜F0.05 (upper limit of running

frequency)
0.00Hz ○ 6.

F0.07
frequency setting

by keypad
0.00Hz〜F0.04(max.frequency） 50.00Hz ○ 7.
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F0.08 acceleration time 1 0.1～3600.0s

setting for

machine

type

○ 8.

F0.09 deceleration time 1 0.1～3600.0s

setting for

machine

type

○ 9.

F0.10
selection for

running direction

0: running with default direction

0 ◎ 10.1: running in a reverse direction

2: reverse running forbidden

F0.11
carrier frequency

setting
0.5〜15.0KHz

setting for

machine

type

○ 11.

F0.12
self study of motor

parameter

0: no operation

0 ◎ 12.1: Thorough self study of parameters

2：static elf study of parameters

F0.13
function parameter

restoring

0: no operation

0 ◎ 13.1: restore the default value

2: clear the fault history

F0.14
function selection

for AVR

0: not in use

2 ○ 14.
1: effective all the time

2: not effective only during slowing

down

Code Name Parameters in detail description
default

value

modifi

cation

serial

numb

er

F1 Group Start & Stop control

F1.00
running mode of

start

0: direct start: start from initial

frequency 0 ◎ 15.

1:DC brake first, and then start

F1.01
initial frequency for

direct start
0.00〜10.00Hz 0.50Hz ○ 16.

F1.02
holding time of

start frequency
0.0～50.0S 0.0s ○ 17.

F1.03
braking current

before start
0.0～150.0% 0.00% ○ 18.

F1.04
braking time before

start
0.0～50.0S 0.0s ○ 19.

F1.05
stop mode

selection

0: slowing down stop
0 ○ 20.

1：free wheel stop

F1.06
initial frequency for

stop brake
0.00〜F0.04(max.frequency） 0.00Hz ○ 21.
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F1.07
waiting time for

stop brake
0.0～50.0s 0.0s ○ 22.

F1.08
DC brake current

for stop
0.0～150.0% 0.00% ○ 23.

F1.09
DC braking time for

stop
0.0〜50.0s【0.0s】 0.0s ○ 24.

F1.10

dead time between

run and reverse

run

0～3600.0s 0.0s ○ 25.

F1.11

run protection

selection for

powered terminal

0: Run command is invalid when the

terminal is powered on.
0 ○ 26.

1: Run command is effective when the

terminal is powered on.

F1.12

Input and output

terminal polarity

selection

0×00〜0×3F 3F ○ 27.

Code Name Parameters in detail description
default

value

modifi

cation

serial

numb

er

F2 Group motor parameters

F2.00 Type of the drive

0: Type G setting for

machine

type

◎ 28.
1: Type P

F2.01 rated motor power 0.4〜900.0kW

setting for

machine

type

◎ 29.

F2.02
rated motor

frequency
0.01Hz〜F0.04(max.frequency） 50.0Hz ◎ 30.

F2.03 rated motor speed 0～36000rpm

setting for

machine

type

◎ 31.

F2.04 rated motor voltage 0〜460V

setting for

machine

type

◎ 32.

F2.05 rated motor current 0.1〜2000.0A

setting for

machine

type

◎ 33.

F2.06
Motor stator

resistance
0.001～65.535Ω

setting for

machine

type

○ 34.

F2.07
motor rotor

resistance
0.001～65.535Ω

setting for

machine

type

○ 35.
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F2.08

inductance of

motor stator and

motor rotor

0.1～6553.5mH

setting for

machine

type

○ 36.

F2.09

mutual inductance

of motor stator and

motor rotor

0.1～6553.5mH

setting for

machine

type

○ 37.

F2.10
motor current

without load
0.01〜655.35A

setting for

machine

type

○ 38.

Code Name Parameters in detail description
default

value

modifi

cation

serial

numb

er

F3 Group Vector Control

F3.00
proportional gain 1

for speed loop
0～100 20 ○ 39.

F3.01
integral time 1 for

speed loop
0.01～10.00s 0.50s ○ 40.

F3.02
low frequency for

switching
0.00Hz〜F3.05 5.00Hz ○ 41.

F3.03
proportional gain 2

for speed loop
0～100 25 ○ 42.

F3.04
integral time 2 for

speed loop
0.01～10.00s 1.00 ○ 43.

F3.05
high frequency for

switching
F3.02〜F0.04(max.frequency） 10.00Hz ○ 44.

F3.06

VC slip

compensation

coefficient

50%〜200% 100% ○ 45.

F3.07
setting for torque

upper limit
0.0〜200.0% ( rated drive current) 150.00% ○ 46.

Code Name Parameters in detail description
default

value

modifi

cation

serial

numb

er

F4 Group V/F control group

F4.00 V/F curve setting
0：linear V/F curve.

0 ◎ 47.
1: 2nd power torque V/F curve

F4.01 torque boost 0.0%（automatic）0.1〜30.0% 0.00% ○ 48.

F4.02
torque boost

deadline

0.0%〜50.0% （rated motor

frequency）
20.00% ◎ 49.

F4.03
V/F slip

compensation limit
0.0～200.0% 0.00% ○ 50.

F4.04 energy saving 0：no operation 0 ◎ 51.
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running selection 1: running with automatic energy

saving

F4.05 reserved ● 52.

Code Name Parameters in detail description
default

value

modifi

cation

serial

numb

er

F5 group Input Terminals

F5.00
S1 terminal

function selection

0：no function

1：rotate（FWD）

2: rotate（REV）

3：3 wire running control

1 ◎ 53.

F5.01
S2 terminal

function selection

4：jogging-FWD

4 ◎ 54.
5：jogging-REV

6：free wheel stop

7：fault reset

F5.02
S3 terminal

function selection

8：external fault input

9：frequency set point increase(UP)

10：frequency set point

decrease(DOWN)

11：frequency UP/DOWN setting

clear

7 ◎ 55.

F5.03
S4 terminal

function selection

12: multi level speed terminal 1

13: multi level speed terminal 2

14: multi level speed terminal 3

15：acceleration/deceleration time

selection

0 ◎ 56.

F5.04
S5 terminal

function selection

16：PID control pause

17： frequency swing pause (pause at

current frequency)

18：frequency swing reset (back to the

central frequency)

19：acceleration/deceleration

prohibition

9 ◎

F5.05
S6 terminal

function selection

20：Torque control prohibition

10 ◎

21：frequency UP/DOWN setting

temporary clear

22：DC brake during stop

23〜25：reserved

F5.06
Filter number of

digital value
1～10 5 ○ 57.

F5.07

Running with

terminal control

mode

0：Three wire control-type 1.

0 ◎ 58.1：Three wire control-type 2.

2：Three wire control-type 1.
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3：Three wire control-type 2.

F5.08

terminal

UP/DOWN

frequency

increment rate

0.01〜50.00Hz/s 0.50Hz/s ○ 59.

F5.09 AI1 lower limit -10.00V〜10.00V 0.00V ○ 60.

F5.10
AI1 lower limit

setting
-100.0%〜100.0% 0.0% ○ 61.

F5.11
AI1 upper limit

value
0.00V〜10.00V 10.00V ○ 62.

F5.12
AI1 upper limit

setting
-100.0%〜100.0% 100.0% ○ 63.

F5.13
AI1 input filtering

time
0.00s〜10.00s 0.10s ○ 64.

F5.14 AI2lower limit value 0.00V〜10.00V 0.00V ○ 65.

F5.15
AI2 lower limit

setting
-100.0%〜100.0% 0.0% ○ 66.

F5.16
AI2 upper limit

value
0.00V〜10.00V 10.00V ○ 67.

F5.17
AI2 upper limit

setting
-100.0%〜100.0% 100.0% ○ 68.

F5.18
AI2 input filtering

time
0.00s〜10.00s 0.10s ○ 69.

Code Name Parameters in detail description
default

value

modifi

cation

serial

numb

er

F6 Group output terminal group

F6.00 Y output selection

0: no output

1 ○ 70.

1: the motor is running (FWD)

2: the motor is running (REV)

3: fault output

4: FDT output for frequency detection

5: frequency reached

F6.01
Relay output

selection

6: running at zero speed

3 ○ 71.
7: upper frequency reached

8: lower frequency reached

9〜10：reserved

F6.02 A0 output selection

0:running frequency

0 ○ 72.

1:frequency setting

2:running speed

3:output current

4:output voltage

5:output power
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6:output torque

7:analogue input AI1

8:analogue input AI2

9〜10：reserved

F6.03
A0 output lower

limit
0.0%〜100.0% 0.0% ○ 73.

F6.04

lower limit

corresponding to

output A0

0.00V〜10.00V 0.00V ○ 74.

F6.05 output upper limit 0.0%〜100.0% 100.0% ○ 75.

F6.06

upper limit

corresponding to

output A0

0.00V〜10.00V 10.00V ○ 76.

Code Name Parameters in detail description
default

value

modifi

cation

serial

numb

er

F7 Group HMI group

F7.00 user password 0～65535 0 ○ 77.

F7.01

LCD Display

Language

Selection

0: Chinese

0 ○ 78.
1：ENGLISH

F7.02
function parameter

copy

0: no operation

0 ◎ 79.

1: The function parameter of the

machine is uploaded to LCD keypad.

2: The LCD function

parameters are downloaded to the

machine.

F7.03
QUICK/JOG

function selection

0: Jog Run

0 ◎ 80.1: Switching for FWD run and REV run

2：clear UP/DOWN setting.

F7.04
stop selection of

STOP/RST key

0: only effective for keypad

0 ○ 81.

1: simultaneously effective for

keypad and terminal

2: simultaneously effective for

keypad and communication control

3: effective for all control mode

F7.05
Keypad display

selection

0：external keyboard is enabled with

priority

0 ○ 82.1：The drive and external keypad

display at the same time, but only the

external pushbutton is effective.
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2：The drive and external keypad

display at the same time, but only the

drive pushbutton is effective.

3: The drive and external keypad

display at the same time, and their

keys are both effective.( Both are in

logic or relationship)

F7.06

parameter

selection for

running status

display

0〜0×7FFF

0×3FF ○ 83.

BIT0:running frequency

BIT1:frequency setting

BIT2:bus voltage

BIT3::output voltage

BIT4::output current

BIT5:running speed

BIT6:output power

BIT7:output torque

BIT8:PID set point value

BIT9:PID feedback value

BIT10:input terminal state

BIT11:output terminal state

BIT12:analogue value of AI1

BIT13:analogue value of AI2

BIT14:default level of multi level speed

BIT15:torque setting value

F7.07

parameter

selection for stop

state display

1〜0×1FF

0×FF ○ 84.

BIT0:frequency setting

BIT1:bus voltage

BIT2:input terminal state

BIT3:output terminal state

BIT4:PID set point value

BIT5:PID feedback value

BIT6:analogue value of AI1

BIT7:analogue value of AI2

BIT8:default level of multi level speed

BIT9:torque setting value

BIT10〜BIT15:reserved

F7.08
temperature of

rectifier module
0〜100.0℃ ● 85.

F7.09
temperature of

inverter module
0〜100.0℃ ● 86.

F7.10 software version ● 87.

F7.11
accumulated run

time of this device
0～65535h ● 88.
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F7.12
Fault type of last

two faults.

0～24

● 89.

0: no fault

1: inverter unit U phase protection

（OUt1）

2: inverter unit V phase protection

（OUt2）

3: inverter unit W phase protection

（OUt3）

4: over current for acceleration（OC1）

5: over current for deceleration（OC2）

6: over current for constant speed

（OC3）

7: over voltage for acceleration（OV1）

F7.13
Fault type of last

fault.

8: over voltage for deceleration（OV2）

● 90.

9: over voltage for constant speed

（OV3）

10: Busbar under voltage fault (UV)

11: Motor overload (OL1)

12: The drive overload (OL2)

13: the input side phase loss (SPI)

14：the output side phase loss (SP0)

15: rectifier module overheat(OH1)

16: inverter module overheating

fault(OH2)

17：external fault (EF)

F7.14
Fault type of

current fault.

18: communication error (CE)

● 91.

19: Current detection fault (ItE)

20: motor self-learning fault (tE)

21: EEPROM operation fault (EEP)

22: PID feedback connection broken

fault (PIDE)

23: brake unit fault (bCE)

24：reserved

F7.15
running frequency

for current fault
0.00Hz ● 92.

F7.16
output current for

current fault
0.0A ● 93.

F7.17
bus voltage for

current fault
0.0V ● 94.

F7.18
input terminal state

for current fault
0 ● 95.

F7.19
output terminal

state for current
0 ● 96.
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fault

Code Name Parameters in detail description
default

value

modifi

cation

serial

numb

er

F8 Group Enhanced Function Group

F8.00 acceleration time 2 0.1～3600.0s

setting for

machine

type

○ 97.

F8.01 deceleration time 2 0.1～3600.0s

setting for

machine

type

○ 98.

F8.02 Jog run frequency 0.00〜F0.04(max.frequency） 5.00Hz ○ 99.

F8.03
Jog run

acceleration time
0.1～3600.0s

setting for

machine

type

○ 100.

F8.04
Jog run

deceleration time
0.1～3600.0s

setting for

machine

type

○ 101.

F8.05 Jump frequency 0.00〜F0.04(max.frequency） 0.00Hz ○ 102.

F8.06
frequency jumping

amplitude
0.00〜F0.04(max.frequency） 0.00Hz ○ 103.

F8.07
frequency swing

amplitude

0.0〜100.0%（relative setting

frequency）
0.00% ○ 104.

F8.08
frequency jumping

amplitude

0.0〜50.0%（relative frequency swing

amplitude）
0.00% ○ 105.

F8.09
frequency swing up

time
0.1～3600.0s 5.0s ○ 106.

F8.10
frequency swing

down time
0.1～3600.0s 5.0s ○ 107.

F8.11

The number of

automatic fault

reset

0～3 0 ○ 108.

F8.12

The time interval

setting for

automatic fault

reset

0.1～100.0s 1.0s ○ 109.

F8.13
FDT voltage

measuring value
0.00〜F0.04(max.frequency） 50.00Hz ○ 110.

F8.14
FDT delay

measuring value
0.0〜100.0%（FDT voltage） 5.0% ○ 111.

F8.15

The range for

frequency to be

detected

0.0〜F0.04(max.frequency） 0.0% ○ 112.
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F8.16
Braking threshold

value for voltage

115〜140%（standard bus voltage）

（380V）
130.0%

○ 113.
115〜140%（standard bus voltage）

（220V）
120.0%

F8.17
coefficient for

speed display

0.1〜999.9% mechnical speed=120×

running frequency×F8.17/motor pole

number

100.0% ○ 114.

Code Name Parameters in detail description
default

value

modifi

cation

serial

numb

er

F9 Group PID Control Group

F9.00
PID set point

source selection

0：set point from keypad(F9.01)

0 ○ 115.

1：set point from analogue channel AI1

2：set point from analogue channel AI2

3：set point from remote

communication

4：multi level set point

F9.01
PID set point

preset by keypad
0.0%〜100.0% 0.0% ○ 116.

F9.02
PID feedback

source selection

0：feedback for analogue channel AI1

0 ○ 117.
1：feedback for analogue channel AI2

2: feedback for AI1+AI2

3：feedback of remote communication

F9.03

PID output

characteristic

selection

0: PID output feature is positive

0 ○ 118.1: PID output feature is

negative

F9.04
proportional gain

（Kp）
0.00～100.00 1.00 ○ 119.

F9.05 integral time （Ti） 0.01～10.00s 0.10s ○ 120.

F9.06 differential time 0.00～10.00s 0.00s ○ 121.

F9.07
Sampling period

（T）
0.01～100.00s 0.10s ○ 122.

F9.08
PID control limit of

variation
0.0～100.0% 0.00% ○ 123.

F9.09
Feedback off line

detecting value
0.0～100.0% 0.00% ○ 124.

F9.10
Feedback off line

detecting time
0.0～3600.0s 1.0s ○ 125.

Code Name Parameters in detail description
default

value

modifi

cation

serial

numb

er

FA Group multi level speed control

FA.00 multi level speed 0 -100.0～100.0% 0.0% ○ 126.
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FA.01 multi level speed 1 -100.0～100.0% 0.0% ○ 127.

FA.02 multi level speed 2 -100.0～100.0% 0.0% ○ 128.

FA.03 multi level speed 3 -100.0～100.0% 0.0% ○ 129.

FA.04 multi level speed 4 -100.0～100.0% 0.0% ○ 130.

FA.05 multi level speed 5 -100.0～100.0% 0.0% ○ 131.

FA.06 multi level speed 6 -100.0～100.0% 0.0% ○ 132.

FA.07 multi level speed 7 -100.0～100.0% 0.0% ○ 133.

Code Name Parameters in detail description
default

value

modifi

cation

serial

numb

er

Fb Group protection parameter group

Fb.00
selection for motor

overload protection

0: no protection

2 ◎ 134.

1: normal motor (with low speed

compensation)

2: motor for variable frequency

(without low speed compensation)

Fb.01
motor overload

protection current
20.0%〜120.0%（rated motor current） 100.00% ○ 135.

Fb.02

Frequency

reducing point for

instantaneous

power off

70.0〜110.0%（standard bus voltage） 80.00% ○ 136.

Fb.03

Frequency

reducing point for

instantaneous

power off

0.00Hz〜F0.04(max.frequency） 0.00Hz ○ 137.

Fb.04
over voltage

stalling protection

0: prohibit
0 ○ 138.

1: permit

Fb.05

voltage for over

voltage stalling

protection

110〜150%（380V series） 130%

○ 139.
110〜150%（220V series） 120%

Fb.06
Automatic current

limit level
100～200%

G type：

160%
○ 140.

P type：

120%

Fb.07

Frequency

reducing rate for

over current

0.00〜100.00Hz/s 10.00Hz/s ○ 141.

Code Name Parameters in detail description
default

value

modifi

cation

serial

numb

er

FC Group protection parameter group

FC.00 communication 1〜247,0 is the broadcast address 1 ○ 142.
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address of this

machine

FC.01
selection for baud

rate

0：1200bps

4 ○ 143.

1: 2400bps

2: 4800bps

3: 9600bps

4: 19200bps

5: 38400bps

FC.02
data bit check

setting

0：no check（N，8，1）for RTU

1 ○ 144.

1：even parity check（N，8，1）for RTU

2：odd parity check（0，8，1）for RTU

3：no check（N，8，2）for RTU

4：even parity check（E，8，2）for RTU

5：odd parity check（0，8，2）for RTU

FC.03
communication

answer delay
0～200ms 5ms ○ 145.

FC.04

Time for

communication

timeout fault

0.0（invalid），0.1〜100.0s 0.0s ○ 146.

FC.05
Transmission error

handling

0：alarm and stop by free wheel

1 ○ 147.

1: no alarm, continue to run

2: no alarm, stop in a stop

mode( for communication control

mode only)

3: no alarm, stop in a stop

mode( for all control modes)

FC.06
transmission

response handling

0: write operation has response
0 ○ 148.

1: write operation has no response

Code Name Parameters in detail description
default

value

modifi

cation

serial

numb

er

Fd Group supplemental function group

Fd.00

low frequency

threshold point for

inhibiting oscillation

0～500 5 ○ 149.

Fd.01

high frequency

threshold point for

inhibiting oscillation

0～500 100 ○ 150.

Fd.02

oscillation

restraining limit

value

0～10000 5000 ○ 151.

Fd.03
cut-off point

between high & low
0.00Hz〜F0.04(max.frequency） 12.50Hz ○ 152.
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frequency to inhibit

oscillation

Fd.04
oscillation

restraining

0:oscillation restraining is effective
1 ○ 153.

1:oscillation restraining is effective

Fd.05
PWM mode

selection

0：PWMmode 1

0 ◎ 154.1：PWMmode 2

2：PWMmode 3

Fd.06
torque setting

method selection

0: Torque setting by keypad

(orresponding to Fd.07)

0 ○ 155.

1: analog AI1 torque setting

(corresponding to 100.0% of the 2

times rated current of drive)

2: analog AI2 torque setting (as 1)

3: analog AI1 + AI2 torque setting (as

1)

4: multistage torque setting (as 1)

5: telecommunication torque

setting(as 1)

Fd.07
Torque setting by

keypad

-200.0%〜200.0% ( rated drive

current)
50.0% ○ 156.

Fd.08

source selection for

setting upper limit

frequency

0:upper limit frequency setting by

keypad

0 ○ 157.

1:upper limit frequency setting by

analog AI1

2:upper limit frequency setting by

analog AI2 (as 1)

3:upper limit frequency setting by

multistage speed (as 1)

4: upper limit frequency setting by

remote communication

Fd.09
optional action for

current limit

0: current limit valid all the time

0 ○ 158.1: current limit valid only for constant

speed

Code Name Parameters in detail description
default

value

modifi

cation

serial

numb

er

FE group Manufacturer Function Group

FE.00 factory password 0～65535 ***** ● 159.
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Appendix: terminal wiring diagram

schematic terminal wiring diagram

standard wiring diagram
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